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This special edition has
been brought to you by AIS
Pushp Vihar as a part of the
GT Making A Newspaper
Contest. The inter-Amity
newspaper making
competition entails each
branch of Amity across
Delhi/NCR churning out
its own ‘Contest Edition’.
The eight special editions
are pitted against one
another at the end of the
year, which decides the
winner at GT Awards. 
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…advised Analjit Singh, founder & chairman emeritus, Max Financial Services &

Max India and chairman, Max Venture Industries in an exclusive interview

Kabir Arora, AIS PV, X D

“M
any were increasingly
of the opinion that
they'd all made a

big mistake in coming down from
the trees in the first place. And
some said that even the trees had been a bad move, and
that no one should ever have left the oceans.”

- The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

We invented pizza, the best thing since the wheel. Without

the existence of pizza, we would have to rely only on

fruits and vegetables or hunted meat to combat hunger,

foods that we’re engineered to eat. But because we went

on and created something else, (specifically foods like

pizza, here), we now battle mass obesity and various heart

diseases. Let’s face it – if the Spartans ate pizza for lunch,

then those 300 wouldn’t quite have been able to take out

an army, right? It’s because we use our evolution to

experiment, that we end up with something causing more

harm than good. And there come in the questions: Should

we have evolved at all? And if we keep going like this,

what further harm could this evolution do?

Humans are a great

race, believably the most intelligent

ones. On the top of the food chain, dominating the planet,

inventing, discovering and advancing in every field that

exists. All because we chose to evolve, from apes into

what we call mankind. We credit everything to our

evolution, we consider ourselves better than men who

made their own spears and hunted their own food, because

we evolved into a species that is supposedly smarter. Yes,

‘supposedly’. Because ‘apparently’, evolution isn’t really

the best thing that happened to us.  

We created fuel-guzzling vehicles, only to destroy our

planet through the consequences of the same. We created

a world where we divide our people by gender, caste, race,

and region. What did this great idea of creating such

division lead to? War, civil strife, dictatorship and anarchy.

The sub-parts of mankind striving to destroy one another.

The changes we make in society are leading to the world’s

destruction; shifting from the natural path of the world’s

mechanism and creating our own may just cause our

demise sooner than we can think of. 

Over centuries, the

average limb length of humans

has been decreasing, and the brain size

growing. Enough evidence to connote the danger?

The technology we keep developing and are still keen on

is changing who we are, what we are, and soon enough

these changes shall transform us beings. To an extent that

we (as we see ourselves today) might even cease to exist.

Just the way we destroyed our predecessors by evolving

and changing our world so rapidly that neither they, nor

their legacies exist any longer; we shall be destroyed by

what evolution creates in our future. 

So if this world does ever face the threat of the term

‘Homo sapiens’ going from a master race that has

conquered the Earth, to a mere grain of sand in the desert

of history, the cause of such a threat shall come from the

unstoppable: change. That is exactly why, while this era

may face total annihilation as the dinosaurs did before

succeeding a myriad of other species; the extinction this

time shall be ascribable to our own actions, to the changes

we cause ourselves to have. By accelerating the changes

of the world, by accelerating that natural process of

evolution. It is thus time that we balance the see saw, that

the weight on side ‘evolution’ is the same as that on

‘natural harmony’ or we might just hit the ground. G  T

We got involved with 

nature; resolved 

its restrictions and 

evolved into modern 

day sapiens. But 

how long before 

we dissolve 

into memory? 

The ‘triggered’
evolution

Illustration: Mriganka Singh, AIS PV, XI D

Be focused and work hard
Muskaan Mendiratta,

AIS Pushp Vihar, XI B

H
e is an entrepreneur with undaunted

charisma and a philanthropist par

excellence. The words of Analjit

Singh emanated inspiration as he shared his

experience and insights in a an exclusive

interview during his visit to Amity University,

Noida for Convocation 2015, where he was

conferred an honourary degree:

With so many accolades, how has your jour-
ney been so far?
The journey has been very fulfilling, busy and

rewarding. Also, I have always felt a sense of

gratitude. These four words describe my jour-

ney best.

What are your views on the health care
segment of India?
To begin with, we are far behind the national

goals. It wouldn’t be wrong to say that the

issue has been given a back seat. Almost

eighty percent of every incremental invest-

ment made in the healthcare segment comes

from the private sector which should not

have been the case. Moreover, the initiatives

taken by the government in the form of in-

vestment have seldom been fruitful, owing to

lack of efficiency. So, we surely have a long

way to go.

You are a founder member of Indian School
Of Business. What do you feel about the new
crop of B-schools?
I think some institutions are punching out

MBA programmes more as business, than pro-

viding quality training. These B-schools must

focus on imparting quality education rather

than just giving out degrees. We also need to

be more careful in giving accreditation to busi-

ness schools. 

How can the youth be motivated to give back
to the society?
Personally, I would like to do a lot more for

the society. I do devote my time and energy

to create more businesses of social good. The

same would be my advice to the youth. Rather

than doing different things, introspect and

give a meaning to what you are good at. This

will go a long way in contributing towards

the society. 

Did you have the pressure of proving
yourself, considering that your father is
a very illustrious man?
No, I never felt that way. Any kind of pres-

sure for me did not come from an ex-

ternal force. Rather, it came from

within. I was always self-im-

posed to do the right things

in life. My pressure came

from my own standards, my

own commitment and my

own sense of responsibility.

And my suggestion to you

students would  also be

that evaluate your position

and only allow that to be

your pressure point.

How did you feel while
receiving the Padma
Bhushan?
I was honoured. It felt good

to see my  work being appre-

ciated. We all say that rewards

do not matter but once in a while

we do need a pat on our backs. 

What would be your message for
aspiring entrepreneurs?
Be focused. Be careful. Be disci-

plined. Work hard. Engage. That’d

be all.G  T

Founder President and Mr Atul Chauhan confer the honoris causa on Analjit Singh
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I stay up too late, got nothing on my page
Atleast, that’s what GT says 

Sakshi Rai & Aastha Gupta, AIS PV, X D
Page Editors  
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We the teamAIS PV

Despite a daily ridership of three million people,

and still growing on a daily basis, Delhi Metro

doesn’t seem to be halting the rise in the number of

personal vehicles on city roads. The reason is sim-

ple: lack of last-mile connectivity. Steps in - the

public bicycles.

Public Bicycle Sharing scheme
The Expert says: “The public bicycle sharing
scheme is aimed at promoting a clean and green
India. This system is very different from the rent a
bicycle scheme that was available at Vish-
wavidyalya metro station for the past five years.
The scheme seeks to provide connectivity to and
from the Metro stations and areas in its vicinity.”
The Delhi Metro Rail Cooperation in partnership

with a city-based private firm ‘Greenolution’

launched a software based Public Bicycle Sharing

System at several locations across the city including

Hauz Khas, Akshardham, Saket etc. The scheme

enables commuters to take bicycles on rent from a

residential area and travel to the nearest Metro sta-

tion and then again rent a bicycle from a departing

Metro station. This system ensures that bicycles are

not parked for long periods and change hands fre-

quently. It is risk free in terms of theft as compared

to the rent a bicycle scheme.

A view to last mile connectivity
The Expert says:“The aim is not to establish cy-
cling as a mode of transportation, but to compli-
ment the current ones, especially the Delhi Metro.
This is particularly relevant for metropolitans like
Delhi, considering its jam-packed roads and con-

gested parking lots.” 
The scheme provides the convenience of picking

and dropping bicycles at different stations at a min-

imal cost of Rs 10 per hour. It also eliminates high

cost of constructing and maintaining cycling tracks

as bicycles will not actually be used on traffic laden

roads but within localities. Subscriptions for

overnight possession are also available when sub-

stations are not present in localities. 

Hiccups
The Expert says: “For any scheme or programme
to be successful, awareness amongst the masses is
of utmost importance. The PBS, however, has been
neglected and is yet to be promoted enough to gar-
ner public attention.”
Although the PBS had initially received a fairly

good response, it still needs to be propagated for a

full-scale feat. The cyclists still need to be indoc-

trinated with road sense and the police needs to be

sensitised about issues of the cyclists.

Learning from the West
The Expert says: “Systems running on parallels
of the PBS have attained huge success in European
and American cities. Even though we have not
replicated exact models, we have incorporated the
best aspects of these models to create a convenient
transportation system.”
Cities like Toronto, San Francisco, Paris, etc have

put their best foot forward to revive the trend of bi-

cycles and succeeded. Projects in these cities not

only created a buzz but also brought about a change

in pollution levels and lowered traffic on roads.

A step forward
The Expert says: “Delhites are welcoming and
hospitable; they want to try everything new. Our ex-
isting bicycle stations are catering to 40-50 users.” 
All hopes respire that the reader would now take a

liking to visit the nearest Metro station and unite

themselves with the abode of nature; all while

mounted on a cycle.G  T

Ride (a cycle) to your ride

The cycles await their riders at the Saket metro station GT reporters at the bicycle stand

Meet the Expert| Veerendra Chopra,

Partner, Greenolution 

He is the man behind the Public Bicycle

Sharing Scheme. He is also credited for

the ‘Rent a Bicycle’ scheme at the

Vishwavidyalya metro station. 

T
hey have been the object of
romantic attention in
Paris, they have visited the

secluded moors of Dublin and
Edinburgh and now, they have
ingressed into the capital;
promising to be your partner till
the last mile. Get set for a ride
with Medha Mathur, XI E, &
Aastha Gupta, X D, AIS PV as
they divulge the secrets to
balance chaotic traffic and
pollution; all on two wheels.

Pics: Samridh Arora, AIS Pushp Vihar, XI D
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Send your answers to The Global Times, E-26, Defence
Colony,  New Delhi - 24  or e-mail your answer at

brainleaks@theglobaltimes.in

Name:...................................................

Class:...................................................

School:................................................

Amity Institute
for Competitive 
Examinations

Presents

FOR CLASS IX-X

Brainleaks-162

A body is just floating in a liquid. If

the body is slightly pressed down

and released, then it will

(a) Sink to the bottom.

(b) Start oscillating

(c) Come back to the same 

position immediately

(d) Come back to the same 

position slowly

Ans. Brainleaks 161 : (d) 8rvB

correct entries win 
attractive prizes3

GT? Yes please! Won’t you come and read it
out to me?

Alan J.Antony, X D & Kirti Wadhwa, XI E  
AIS PV, Page Editors

Kabir Arora, AIS PV, X D

I
f you are a doctor, you are one for

life. But if you are a sportsperson or

a model, your midlife crisis will

bring another deadlock - that of

changing your career for the shelf

lives of these professions is shorter

than your pizza cheese.  

Sports
Sports of any kind requires consistent

physical fitness, a state human bodies

cannot keep for long. Once this body of

ours begins to wither, the growing lack

of agility and strength is not one that’ll

do well in the field. And then there’s the

fact that sports can get rough some-

times, and so the number of injuries (the

kind that can end careers). This is pos-

sibly the reason why average careers in

basketball, cricket, rugby, and football

last around 10-15 years. 

Still playing: From commentary to

opening coaching schools, the options

available post-retirement to still re-

main in the field have a broad spec-

trum of variety.

Modelling
The springtime of youth provides an

image more suited to this task, which is

why the need for displaying newer

inventions in the fashion industry is one

that is satisfied only by models in their

early years. The average model remains

employed in the industry from 18 to 27

years of age, amounting to a career of less

than a decade. Falls ‘short’ of your

expectations?

Still modelling: Most models post their

‘ramp-years’ join a modelling or an

acting school or grooming institutes

as trainers.

Game development
15 years ago the player could con-

trol a pixelated Mario in a pixe-

lated world. Now, we’ve moved

on to powerful consoles with life-

like graphics that really can’t be

compared to the former. Certain

products or systems change fre-

quently, so developers mostly

working on one product line find it hard

to adapt. The average career in the field

of game development lasts, at the most,

around 10 years. 

Still gaming: Starting online gaming

portals or gaming apps is an option most

of them retort to once out of job.

Dancing
This physically challenging occupation

requires engagement in a coordinated set

of bodily movements. Major causes for

the short span of a dance career are in-

juries that leave the dancer unable to

continue. Due to this, the average dancer

begins his/her work in the industry at

about 19 years of age, and works only

till about 34 years of age, limiting the

average career length to 15 years.

Still dancing: Most dancers go on to be-

come choreographers or establish danc-

ing academies (or join Bollywood).G  T

Gone in a jiffy 
Good things don’t last long and so is the case with some of the best

paying, sought after careers. Read quickly, for they might just end
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Medicine

Dance
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Namrata Bhattacharjee, AIS PV, XI C

A
s the most celebrated pandemic in history

(read: Internet) runs rampant through the

veins of the Earth, it veils everything it

touches from a simple truth; a dictionary, in-

cluded. How often do we use one nowadays?

Once in a blue moon.

The impact of the Internet is making the print dic-

tionary market gradually disappear. Dictionaries

like Oxford and Macmillan have halted their pub-

lication due to the same reason and will now be

appearing online. Since the growth rates online

are phenomenal, the traditional book format is

now rushing to cope with the modern font. Dimly

put, a dictionary is no longer a page-turner. 

The question that arises is- do we still need them

in the age of Google? Relying on the Internet has

made us a generation of procrastinators; it made

us the irrefutable utopian promise of speed and

accuracy, and we leaped off our seats as it deliv-

ered. As dictionaries fail to update words often

enough, perhaps we’ve grown restless of the wait.

The Oxford English Dictionary makes revisions

every 3 months, including ‘new words’ such as

crowdfunding, after 12 years of its existence. Is

their update of hardly 100 new and not-so-new

words enough to keep up with the language? 

The print editions, also being bound by space con-

straints, have to subtract something in order to add

new words. This brings us to the point that either

dictionaries do not accommodate new words and

if they do they have to cut down on explanations,

leaving us with meanings so concise they’re prac-

tically unhelpful. 

Navigating through a simple dictionary is now an

ancient science. The extremely easy approach pro-

vided by the ‘free’ apps and Google, where they

overload us with every possible dimension of a

word with one click beats patiently locating a

word in a 350 kg book.

Does slow and steady win the race after all?

As the first speaker for the day’s Parliament session,

Geography begins on a commendable note. The

note-taker for the conference is a notebook. “Every

word,” Geography continues, “written on my worn

out pages has undergone a lot of effort and money.”

The books begin turning their pages violently, their

way of applauding. “And I take the responsibility

of erasing any and all possibilities of humanly er-

rors.” “It’s a disgrace, a disgrace is what I call it!”

…is now being deported by a bunch of dictionaries.

Next speaker is Chemistry, isomerising between

cool and awkward. “Let’s reminisce about,” he

began, twitching, “the Harry Potter’s derogations,

as we were removed from the study.” Seconds, min-

utes and hours later, they came to a consensus. 

Textbooks all around the world claim:

n Supremacy

n Continual benefaction of the humans 

n Nobility

Weep for:

n We have suffered dog ears, and doodling, ever

so often on our delicate pages

n Fiction is always given higher importance

despite their absurdity

n We are never cared for enough, once our purpose

is fulfilled

Demand:

n Proper binding, and re-binding, if needed

n Dignified storage; our pages must not bend

n Love and affection; fake it, if necessary

n No doodling, or unsightly markings

n All species must feel indebted to us

Are grateful for:

n PrintingG  T

The drab, dingy room is
laced with dust and so is

their fate. Muskaan
Mendiratta, AIS PV, XI B,
attempts to bring them back in
the ‘good books’ as she takes
note of their woes. 

Textbook ignominy 

Pic: Aayushi Gupta, AIS PV, XI C 

Illustration: Gazal Singh, XI B & Nandini Lal, X D, AIS PV

Pic:Aayushi Gupta, XI C

Graphic: Puranjay Sharma, X A

Models:Nakul Shahi, X C; Angie

Mehta, X A; Suhani Saigal, X C;

Puranjay Sharma, X A; AIS PV
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The lost word
Trouble finding the word ‘dictionary’ in dictionary?

Last Date: 
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Debargha Roy, AIS PV, X D  

O
nce there lived a lord on the top of a remote

forest. He was called the lord of the Eyrie.

He was bestowed the task of traversing

through the fearsome forest with ferocious clans

and savage beasts known to tear down strong and

even armed men. The lord knew that to survive

such a journey, he would need to ‘see’ the entire for-

est at once. He’d need a map that would encompass

all the regions by being able to differentiate be-

tween areas with concentration of the beasts and

wild men. 

He formed a plan and made several groups, each of

a cartographer and his hounds. He sent these

hounds in all directions around them. Savage beasts

devoured many of these hounds, but the ones which

survived returned to their masters. The map mak-

ers compared the positions of the hounds which re-

turned from each direction. Hence they marked on

their maps the position of these perilous forces and

charted the safest course. By the time they emerged

on the other side of the forest, the lord had a map

which showed all the regions and how hazardous

they were. The map became widely used to cross

the forest by all those who wished to visit or travel

away from the Eyrie.

******
Our perception of colour is based on the very same

fundamental. Here, the Eyrie can be viewed as the

brain, the cartographers are but optical sensors in

our eyes. The hounds which return are reflected

rays of light from any object. The cartographers of

our brain look upon the number of hounds (the

wavelength of light rays) and interpret the world

around. Colour is not an innate feature of any ob-

ject, just like the marks used on the map to differ-

entiate are not physically present. When light falls

on the object, it absorbs most wavelengths (the poor

devoured hounds) but reflects certain wavelengths

(the ones which survived). The cartographers make

up what the Lord of the Eyrie (the brain) can ‘see’

to move around the forest (the world at large). 

So technically, colour is a thing of the mind - and

doesn’t even exist.G  T

Gyaan Vigyan4
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Captain: Carles Puyol, Barcelona

Core Value: Compassion

In 2011, when Barcelona won the UEFA

Champions League, Puyol by all rights

deserved to hold the biggest club trophy

aloft. However, he gave the captain’s arm-

band to teammate and defender Eric Abidal,

who had just recovered from a liver tumour,

and let him lift the trophy. He did the same in

2013, when he let Abidal and then manager, the

late Tito Vilanova (who was suffering from cancer)

lift the La Liga trophy instead. Through this act,

Puyol stayed true to the club’s ideology and

lived by it’s motto which says,“More

than a club.”

Captain: Brendon McCul-

lum, New Zealand Cricket Team

Core Value: Gratitude

Following India’s defeat to Australia in the semi-fi-

nals of the ICC Cricket World Cup in 2015, major-

ity of Indian fans had turned to New Zealand, the

other finalist. Thankful for the overwhelming sup-

port, McCullum wrote a letter to express his grati-

tude towards the subcontinental fans. He asked the

thousands of Indians who had bought tickets to the

final, to show up and support New Zealand, as he

put, “It’s the biggest game of our careers and a bil-

lion voices rooting for us would definitely count.”

No wonder, McCullum is rightfully considered one

of the greatest sportspersons of New Zealand.

  Captain: MS Dhoni, Indian Cricket Team

Core Value: Constant Support

When batsman Virat Kohli was under fire from the

media and cricket pundits alike after his dismal

show against Australia in the 2015 ICC World Cup,

Dhoni stepped up to his defense. Defending the

under-fire Kohli, he asked the media to stop making

a mountain out of a molehill. If anything, this inci-

dent cemented Mahi’s place in our hearts as our

favourite captain even more.

Captain: Alessandro Del Piero, Juventus

Core Value: Loyalty

Del Piero, widely considered one of the greatest

footballers of his generation, was in the prime of

his career, when his boyhood club Juventus FC was

embroiled in the Calciopoli scandal that led them

to be demoted to the second tier of Italian football.

However, Del Piero played the season in Serie B,

despite a mass exodus of star players, and stayed to

see Juventus being promoted back to the Serie A –

making a perfect case for being a true captain and

an icon.G  T

And we’ll see you on the dark side of the moon..
Just kidding, the next issue.

Sidhaant Verma, X B & Tanushree Dutta, XI E
AIS PV, Page Editors 

S
aving the ship is not the end of it. Giving away your life
jacket and perhaps drowning with your crew if need be;
that’s what it takes to bring forth the words “Oh

captain, my captain!” Tanushree Dutta, AIS PV, 
XI E, celebrates the Captain Phillips of sports,
who drained and drowned with their teams,
only to rise thereafter.

Oh captain, my captain!

Roses are red, sky is blue, it’s all through the eyes is what you knew. The

colourful secrets here we unwind, for all we know our colour lord is the mind

Be 
Rational

Get
real. 

If you are not
a part of the

solution

Argon doesn’t react

Then you’re a
part of the
precipitate

Your dad went under 
a lot of pressure

Sorry we don’t
allow noble 
gases here

Argon walks into the cafe

Heavy Metals

Howzzatt!!

Illustration: Mriganka, AIS PV, XI D 

Background: Aashmani Ghosh, AIS PV, X C

Illustration: Simran Arora, AIS PV, XI D

Illustration: Gazal Singh, AIS PV, XI B

Just For Fun

The colourful
lies of our brain

Pb Zn

Sports
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Whose life is it anyway

Hello from the other side, we must’ve edited a
thousand times.

Suhani Saigal, X C & Medha Mathur, XI E, 
AIS PV, Page Editors

Kirti Wadhwa, AIS PV, XI E

“I
f I don’t find a chalk the next time I

come to this class, I will not teach this

section.” A threat more grave than any

of the world’s issues makes its way through the

walls and windows of every classroom, as teach-

ers express their undying love for their lifelong

companions. While some teachers base their life

decisions on the availability of chalks, some

make them the victims of their run-of-the-mill

routine. We bring to you the myriad shades of this

love-hate relationship. 

Chalk Lovers

The highly feared firm expressions that come

gazing at you from one end of the corridor begin

their search for their support-systems as soon as

they enter the classrooms. High-priority for their

day is to find the longest and sleekest from the

crowds of hundreds and to use their find till its

last breath! 

Chalk Stealers

The ones that walk back to their rooms with a

pocket full of treasure and a heart full of ecstasy

are the only ones responsible for a swift demise

of chalk-stock of a class! Pestered by the low-

supply of their ‘precious’, they often resort to fill-

ing their cupboards with a secret collection from

all over the school. 

Chalk Haters 

Tricked by their strict and cruel one-liners, stu-

dents always regret supplying them with chalks

on their immediate say. Not only do they use

them for polishing their aiming skills by throwing

them into the dustbin, but also to shatter the day

dreams that catch the attention of students during

their mundane life lectures. 

Even if this tie-up results in half of the issues that

prevail in school premises, it still stands as a

long-lasting basis of teachers’ forgiving mood.

Well, we’re at least thankful for that!

Janhvi Singh, AIS PV, X C

A
fter one long hour of appreciating and dis-

cussing the vast geographical diversity of

our motherland, a substitute teacher can be

considered an angel, allowing us a temporary par-

adise of what we love to do the most- absolutely

NOTHING. It gives us a peculiar feeling of pros-

perity and for half an hour if time were money,

we’d have a fortune. But if a mandatory discus-

sion on Newton’s physics happens to be initi-

ated, the halo no longer appears angelic.

Whatever happened to en-

tering paradise. It is a

noose, ready to

grip you by

the nape. 

In such a situa-

tion when the

brain rejects tech-

nical input, it seeks

relaxation in a chit-chat with

my desk partner about how

the teacher’s dull gold shoes

do not go with red. So

2014ish it is! To this, the

die-hard Arsenal fan turns

around and defends the

colours of his fandom’s

crest. In response to that, we

sigh audibly enough to be

berated by the teacher and

have our seats changed. So

much for gold and red. 

On its own, the train of

thoughts reaches its first stop

by questioning the very exis-

tence of laws of motion. At

my level of understanding, the-

oretical physics will never help

win The Hunger Games as long as

its goal was to prove excellence in Science. What if

Morgan Freeman taught us Biology? Woah, a

whole new perspective. And if Defence Against

Dark Arts was introduced as a subject, who would

mind studying six subjects? Sometimes I wonder if

Adolf Hitler, with his oratory skills, would have

been able to convince any one of us to see the sil-

ver lining of the holocaust? 

We should be given nap

time during school hours

for my brain randomly

wanders to a road I

might never take. I won-

der if the teacher has her

own train running. Oh

God! Not again. I think

I should start sleeping

early, but the suspense

about Sherlock’s next

episode is just too grip-

ping to be ignored. It’s unbelievable!

There’s still fifteen minutes of class left,

there’s a need to get working on that

Robert Langdon fan fiction, just in case

Dan Brown decides he needs inspira-

tion. Stumped over, aren’t you?

Well us too!.G  T

Train of thoughts
Station: classroom
Let the journey of a student’s sacred thoughts begin

Chalked
by love

T
he journey of a typical
middle class family
from anywhere to

everywhere is a journey in
itself, of excitement and
expectations. Speed breakers
are many, but the reading
never goes down. Every turn
taken on the way, every
milestone captured can serve
the readers a good dose of
entertainment. Medha
Mathur, AIS PV, XI E brings
you the stages of the journey.

Stage 1 
Joys of getting cheap tickets

The parents are after school authorities

for the annual planner. Employees

submit leave applications months in

advance. All for what? To book the

cheapest possible 3rd tier tickets and

avail the early bird discounts of

wherever possible. And when nothing

works out, they turn to‘jugaads’ in the

railway offices. Long live govt

employee- relatives! 

Stage 2 
Because we plan like pros

From googling where to go and what to

do in city of their dreams to devising the

travel strategy- the middle class Indian

family does it all. The search for hotels

which have a swimming pool and a

sauna and a gym and complimentary

breakfast, with a tariff under Rs 2000 is

sure a task that requires extensive re-

search and they nail it yet again. 

Stage 3
And the bags are packed

They love to travel heavy and loaded.

Laddus and theplas? Check.

Salt and pepper? Check.

Hand towel and bath towel? Check.

Tissue roll? Check.

Pillow with emotional attachment?

Check.

Oh no! No one’s taking ‘In case of emer-

gency’ too seriously (or are they?).

Stage 4
The big day

While some arrive with a bang, there are

others who depart with a thunder. As the

day of departure arrives, an announce-

ment about the vacation is made on a

megaphone. Facebook, Twitter, Insta-

gram etc is delightfully updated. The ex-

citement level of the young ones is

directly proportional to the panic

level of the elders. You’d often get to

hear “Beta sab kuch rakh liya na?”

Stage 5 
And it begins

A typical middle class Indian is al-

ways more worried about the co-

passengers’ destination than their

own. The constant “Chai lelo,
cheeeeps lelo” bothers nobody; they

all have their own tiffins packed!

And if God forbid the food is com-

plimentary, they make sure to take

extra milk powder and and the left

over water bottles along! 

Stage 6
Because we want to do it all
Every Indian has an out-of-the-

world capacity of covering every

place of religious significance, two

local eateries, at least one monument

and one park; all in just one day. A

trip is incomplete without giving

two days to shopping in the local

markets. “Bhaiya, theek theek lagao,
tourist hain toh lootoge kya,” is the

best way to get bhaiya to reduce the

price by a good 100 bucks.

A vacation is said to end well if your

bags weigh a lot more than they did

while departing and guess what happens

when a middle class trip comes to an

end? ‘Rahul Sharma is feeling sad with

5 others. Don’t wanna leave :(.’G  T

Overloaded: bags & ambitions

No duster can rub off the enigma of this love-hate

relationship, a tale that entails emotions myriad

Illustration: Mriganka Singh, AIS PV, XI D

Illustration: Aashmani Ghosh, X C & Kuhu Nagpal, XI C, AIS PV

Model: Mriganka Singh, 

AIS PV, XI D

Graphic: Simran Arora, 

AIS PV, XI D
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“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's
needs, but not every man's greed.” 

― Mahatma Gandhi

Life on earth, began with sin-

gle celled organisms which

evolved into multicellular or-

ganisms; gradually evolving

into more complex species

with every new mutation.

Then came Homo sapiens, the

most evolved and the most in-

telligent of all species. They

created life in myriad forms and what not. How-

ever, the pace at which humans progressed,

caused ripples in the natural scheme of things.

Natural evolution worked on a simple theory-

survival of the fittest. Humans derived their own

theory-survival of the richest.

In their greed to conquer the earth with scien-

tific evolution, humans carved out their own

nemesis. They savagely uprooted their very own

source of life – trees, and paved way for their

own destruction. They invented machines to

commute faster, but the consequent pollution

made the distance to good health longer. They

created gadgets and gizmos to simplify lives, but

ended up tangled in their own existence. 

Pause. Ponder. Assess. Is the pace at which hu-

mans are evolving, leading to progress or,

regress? At Amity, we make a conscious effort to

preserve and protect. As a matter of policy, pa-

pers are printed on both sides, envelopes are

reused. During Vasudha, Mathamity and class

projects, the use of recyclable materials is em-

phasised. Paper recycling machines are installed

at various branches to ensure nothing goes

waste. Through regular plantation drives and

science conclaves, we constantly work towards

giving back to the planet. It’s high time for us to

learn lesson from their own mistakes, and leave

a better planet for the future generations.G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Survival
instinct
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A mindful introspection of the

ideas shared by students

brings to one’s notice the in-

fluence of peer groups and

happenings across the world

on the young minds. A student

is exposed to myriad perspec-

tives and ideas, each day.

While this influence, when

given the form of constructive teamwork, can el-

evate students’ intellectual and creative poten-

tial; when left unchannelised, it can drive their

minds in the wrong direction and hinder their

mental and intellectual growth.

This is where parents and teachers step in to mo-

tivate and mentor and to make the best of the

young minds overflowing with ideas and infor-

mation from various sources. To be able to

mould these ideas, a platform like GT that en-

ables them to express their take on what they

have absorbed is essential. In the process, the

ability to act independently and become self re-

liant is also ensured. This forms the essence of a

true Amitian; one who upholds his sense of in-

tegrity and liberty, while reflecting the ideals and

teachings of Founder President Sir and Chair-

person Ma’am. An Amitian has the courage to

dream and imagine. This is what The Global

Times has given the students. It has given them

a platform to think, dream, visualise, conceptu-

alise and then finally put their thoughts on paper.

And as I flip through this edition, I am over-

whelmed to see the colourful canvas of ideas.G  T

Ameeta Mohan
Principal, AIS PV

Knowledge
creation

Welcome to the GT issue, you can flip the pages from time
to time, but you can never leave

Namrata Bhattacharjee, XI C 
& Debargha Roy, X D, AIS Pushp Vihar, Page Editors

Vara Raturi, AIS Pushp Vihar, XI 

P
ablo Picasso said, “The purpose of art is wash-

ing the dust of daily lives off our souls” and

Vincent Van Gogh said “If you hear a voice

within you say ‘you cannot paint,’ then by all means

paint, and that voice will be silenced.” So why do

we, lying a million steps behind these accomplished

artists go ahead and say, “I’m really sorry to say this,

but you’re terrible at this.” 

An artist trudges through fog to pick up the pieces

that fit their Lego house, to choose the colours that

enunciate their expressions, and a canvas big enough

to splash their feelings at. Be it the art of painting,

film-making, or even writing - the creators don’t

know which stroke, or which word will do justice to

the writhing fire raging within them. But when it fi-

nally clicks, when their work develops wings, it is

not simply an artwork anymore – it is a fiery bird

fluttering to be released, battling judgement and dep-

recation with each flap. To say that one piece of art

is better than the other is pulling on the thread that

unravels our childhood faith in relativism. Take the

art of film-making, for example.

While the self-acclaimed elitists

of the movie-making world dis-

miss family entertainers with

slapstick comedy and melodra-

matic storylines, the box office

seems to prefer these movies over

the ones intricately written and

poignantly presented by the same

‘elitists’. And as for writing, the

same person who won ‘Best writer’

for using heavy-lingo words and a

metaphor in each line at one competi-

tion, can lose to a person winning due to his sim-

plistic ways of expression. The idea of agreeing to

disagree, something long lost when it comes to art,

needs to resurface. At the end of the day, art comes

down to feelings; for those who need to do away

with the lump in their throats by pouring their hearts

out, and also for those who find solace in the gen-

tleness of making. It is a bird that shouldn’t be con-

strained chasing behind perfection and people

pleasing - it just needs to be set free.G  T

Unbent, unbowed and unbroken was art,

before we caged it with ratings and reviews

Spilling out the answers for those who doubt the renegades of the 21st century in a

letter to the older generation, for we believe in extending a hand, not pointing fingers

Second innings

Sometimes just one

phrase is enough to

rekindle the lost spark waiting to be

brought to the fore in a writer’s mind

– GT Contest Edition. While some

minds easily accept ideas but some

are bent on creating one. The edito-

rial team of GT huddled together

with students to bring out the best

contest edition. We were super ex-

cited to plan the next move and at

the same time nervous about meet-

ing deadlines, and that is how we

created the final product - AIS PV

Contest Edition. The sowed the seed

of an idea, brushing up their skills

on the way while nurturing it into a

full fledged brilliant story. So, with

an inflated sense of pride I hope that

the end product would be loved by

all the readers. 

Garima Dhingra 
GT Teacher Coordinator

Namrata Bhattacharjee

AIS Pushp Vihar, XI C

Dear generations X and Y,
“How can you be so lazy when you

have it so easy?” “Back in my day, we

had bigger problems to deal with.”

“You think you’re the only one who

ever went to school?” Here are a few

of the many hackneyed phrases that

are thrown our way on a daily basis by

your generation. You nicknamed us the

selfie generation. You call us narcis-

sistic, lazy and foolish. You tell us you

fear for the future of this country.

Yet here we are, working for unpaid

internships to get “youthful experi-

ence” and on top of it, attending mul-

tiple tuitions to maintain a decent

aggregate- decent naturally meaning

over 90% by your expectations. You

tell us stories about your sedulous

labour in order to achieve your goals.

You tell us that we should consider

ourselves fortunate for the multitudi-

nous opportunities and freedom we re-

tain. But you fail to acknowledge the

metamorphosis of society along with

time. We heartily thank you for the op-

portunities you made available for us,

but perhaps your generation did not

stop to consider that the ‘ease’ you

thought you were bringing us would

only disrupt our future. 

We aren’t asking for the world on a sil-

ver platter, but we also don’t want to

be obligated to work strenuously and

be treated with austerity just to remain

penniless and pay off colossal student

loans in order to survive in the finan-

cial crisis that we call an economy.

Our generation didn’t put the stock

market into shambles. We didn’t mu-

tilate the tax code beyond reason. So

who did?  We want you to be proud of

us. But it seems to us that the odds

aren’t in our favour. No amount of

telling us, “We understand, we’ve been

there,” will change the fact that no,

you haven’t. It’s a different world now. 

There will always be individuals who

are lazy or selfish, but quit accusing an

entire generation. Quit calling us delu-

sional and dumb when we are statisti-

cally proven to be the most educated

generation so far. We appreciate the

progress you’ve made and the path

that you’ve blazed for us, but you have

to accept the fact that we might not fol-

low it. All we ask for is a little appre-

ciation for the effort we’re making.

This clutter is yours as well, so take

some responsibility. Stop calling our

generation names, and take your own

advise - grow up.

Earnestly, with drooping shoulders and

lowered eyes.

Generation Z G  T

Lettering a youthful rant

Vaani Rawat, AIS Pushp Vihar, X C

O
scar Wilde, one of the wittiest and most brilliant

satirists of his time called me

the lowest form of wit but the

highest form of intelligence. But if I

must be given a tag, I would rather prefer to be

known as Casm, Sir Casm. 

My existence today has become inevitably con-

spicuous; be it a snide comment behind some-

one’s back or maybe a soft mumble with the

vintage eye roll. I am known to liberate the sup-

pressed anger of my users, mollifying them while

inducing satisfaction in their revenge craving

minds. Some might call me unkind or rancorous

but I merely state what one wants to listen,

though in a sly insincere fashion, but it is highly

likely for one to miss the insincerity. I possess the

authority to verbalise criticism which is socially ac-

ceptable and a way better alternative than other forms

of portraying disapproval. In today’s fast moving

world with no time on one’s plate for actual con-

frontation or healthy quarrels, most people conceal

themselves in my veil. I am being misused to such an ex-

tent that I lay over worked and exhausted. People spend

days without uttering a single genuine sentence, though

they are adored by the society at first, they’re soon

regarded as passive-aggressive and mean bullies.

Understanding the subtlety of my usage requires

second-order interpretation of the speaker’s intentions

and hence, detecting me isn’t a layman’s job espe-

cially during an ongoing argument.

Disputes and discussions are a must for

healthy relationships, which must be

carried out without my inclusion or else

situations could be aggravated. 

My usage today has turned crucial, but

using me to obliterate self’s feelings and

emotions or to create a wall between relation-

ships is an incompetent way of handling one’s

affairs. A sarcastic person has been proved to

be smarter than a non-sarcastic person; hence

the sarcastic person should also be able to de-

termine my appropriate usage. Without me life

would be quite dull, so using me rightly is

the key to a harmonious life.G  T

Set the bird free

A meet with Sir Casm
Greeting the lord of verbal sassing and the master of panache 
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Graphic: Simran Arora, AIS PV, XI D 

Pic: Aayushi Gupta, AIS PV, XI C; Model: Samridh Arora, AIS PV, XI D
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Oh! GT stay with me because you’re
all I need!

Unnat Ramjiyani, AIS PV 
XI B, Page Editor
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Mellow muffins

Indecisive brightness Beyond the brown and barren The hardest rocks fighting the force

Aastha Gupta , AIS Pushp Vihar, X D

R
ebellion or any kind of an opposition has a tendency to

transform an ignited spark of disagreement into a wild-

fire of total revolt. An accordance of this announced

its entrance into my daily routine, an event as unexpected as it

was unwelcomed. The climate was as frigid as any is in Pet-

rograd, though not as frigid as the temperature descends in

northern Russia. Discontent and obtuseness were the sole

prominence of feature on the Russian face as the World War

had just terminated, with nobody expecting another for another

century, let alone the next decade. 

My family and I were ensconced in our excessively compact

living room, where silence spoke the loudest. My brother had

recently been killed in the protest assembly at the City Square

and my father had decamped, probably to scourge for food or

to mourn in isolation. My mother was too submerged in grief

to attempt anything and I was preoccupied nursing reflections

which were too complicated to exit the premises of their fac-

tory, my brain. I worked at a telephone company, connecting

calls all day long, a profession popular for women my age dur-

ing the twenties. A portent of my colleagues had been evicted

from employment without notice over the past few weeks;

such morally unsanctioned actions were a great cause of worry

and insecurity. Uncertainty of employment everyday was not

a pleasant thought to wake up to each morning. Starvation, de-

spair and fear were the only thoughts revolving in my mind,

they were feeding off my health and refused to stop mangling

me. My family alighted from meagre means and would, in all

probabilities, end as such. I could direct all blame at the Czar,

where it entirely belonged. This intelligence was conveyed to

all of Russia, in every nook and cranny or any site of public

discourse. Such was the resentment for the monarchical fam-

ily, a hatred of the highest degree.

If the source of our misery could be traced to the rule of our

royal family, then why did their reign continue until these

bleak moments? Why did it not conclude? Why did their re-

moval not transpire? Why did anybody not execute their as-

sassination? Such contemplation was composed of impropriety

and defiance to societal order as it existed, but patience soon

disables tolerance. My tears displayed their agreement to my

meditations as they streamed down my cheeks. Decision soon

resolved to firmness and compelled me to take a stand for my-

self and my family. I had to change circumstances. I had to

change all of this. 

The succeeding month foresaw my inclusion in the revolutions

of Petrograd. I was present to spectate and enforce the regal

abdication, my aspirations to expunge my family of their of-

fice were near fulfilled. When the Bolshevik forces, of which

I was a minor participant, forced the Czar to flee from Russia

in July, I was reverberating allegiance to my elected cause, my

declarations accompanied by thousands gathered in the City

Square, against all gratuitous violence that had enveloped us. 

A satisfaction of achievement has finally contrived to give me

cause for celebrating my content at this turn of events. 

I have finally done what I set out to do. I have finally com-

pleted all that providence implored my abilities to do. I fought

for my rights and not what is right. I am completed, I am fin-

ished. I am searing. Suddenly an excruciating pain traversed

through my back. I felt tides of blood exude my body as the

blade of my murder was withdrawn from my skin. My body

could no longer stand; I could no longer feel anything. I fell to

the ground and saw several others in a similitude of position,

blood suffusing on the tiles in the square. It must be the sup-

porters of the monarchy. There had been word of a planned at-

tack on us Bolsheviks but our fight paid no heed to

precautions. I feel my sense fading, I feel it all disintegrate. I

am completed, I am finished, I am prepared to die. G  T

I was present to
spectate and enforce
the regal abdication,

my aspirations to
expunge my family of
their office were near

fulfilled.

The Russian ruminator
Storywala

WORDS VERSEThe right writer 

Look at this page, look how it shines for
you...and all the things you do...they are all
MELLOW!

Kuhu Nagpal, AIS PV, XI C, Page Editor

CAMERA CAPERS
Samridh Arora, AIS PV, XI D

Pragya Mehta, AIS PV, XI E 

Ingredients
Mac n cheese muffins
Macaroni (boiled)....................1/2 cup

Mozzarella(grated) ................1/4 cup

Parmesan(grated) ......................2 tbsp

Bread crumbs ........................ 1/4 cup

Olive oil ....................................3 tbsp

Salt.......................................... to taste 

With spinach corn twist
Spinach(blanched) ..................1/2 cup

Corn(boiled) ............................1/2 cup

With bell peppers twist
Capsicum(chopped) ....................1cup

Red bell peppers(chopped) ........1 cup

Yellow bell peppers(chopped)....1 cup

Method
Mac n cheese muffins
n Mix macaroni and

mozarella together

in a bowl.  

n Preheat oven at 190

degrees celsius.

n Grease muffin pan with olive oil.

Dust it with bread crumbs. 

n Fill the pan with macaroni and

cheese mix and top it with

parmesan.

n Sprinkle bread crumbs and olive

oil over every muffin. 

n Bake for 15 – 18 minutes. 

n Cool for a few minutes and muffins

are ready to serve.

Spinach corn twist
n Follow the steps

mentioned above till

baking.

n Now, add spinach and

corn to the mix. Mix well.

n Grease the muffin pan with olive

oil and dust it with bread crumbs.

n Bake for 15 – 18 minutes, until a

golden crust is formed. 

n Cool for a few minutes and serve.

Bell pepper twist
n Make the mixture for

mac n cheese

muffins.

n Now, add chopped

capsicum and bell

peppers to the mix. 

n Grease the muffin pan with olive

oil and dust it with bread crumbs.

n Sprinkle parmesan and bread

crumbs evenly over every muffin.

n Bake for 15 – 18 minutes, until a

golden crust is formed. 

n Cool the muffins for 4 minutes. 

Enjoy your muffins the classic 
way or with a twist! 

Delicious pasta muffin Pragya with her muffin

Maitreyi Mehendiratta

AIS PV, XI D

In dismay of a hospital’s white walls 

In the dust of lonely royal halls

In the desperation of fulfillment

In the yearning of a compliment

In the anguish of self-guilt

With the suffering of a flower ready to wilt

In the quiet of night

In the imagination of a disgusting sight

In the wake of dark dreams

In the war of finding means

In staring for hours at the window sill

In apprehensions and anxiety that kills

Is there something that stresses you?

And leaves you without a clue

Something extremely dull

Dull enough to rip off your skull

If you are so consumed to be your own doom 

Then you are a victim of the great gloom

Let it see your bright side 

But it shall not always be an easy ride

With a big pain to hide

But then there is victory for those who surf against

these tides  

Because it is this gloom

That will aid you to bloom. G  T

4

2 3

6

1

5

Across
4. The woman behind all the

mystery

5. The author of best-selling

teen fictions-including The

Princess Diaries series

6. From every mystical paint-

ing to the levels of hell

Down
1. She's the creator of it all-

from the spells to Hogwarts!

2. Philosophy is his thing, life

does he enhance

3. An enchanting storyteller,

will pull each string of the heart

with his Afghani tales

The great gloom

Illustration: Kamali Pahwa, AIS PV, X C

Illustration: Shrishti Sutradhar, AIS PV, XI D

Answers:1. JK Rowling 2.

Paulo Coelho 3. Khaled

Hosseni 4. Agatha Christie 5.

Meg Cabot 6. Dan Brown 

Kuhu Nagpal, AIS PV, XI C

Pics: Pragya Mehta, AIS PV, XI E
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Sara Mathur, AIS PV, V B

Ingredients
Unsweetened cocoa powder ....3 tbsp

Sugar ........................................2 tbsp

Milk..........................................2 cups

Salt ..........................................a pinch

Caramel ......................................2 tsp

Oreo cookies..............................2 to 3

Ice cream ..............................3 scoops

Whipped cream ..................to garnish

Chocolate syrup..................to garnish

Waffle ................................to garnish

Method
For basic hot chocolate 
g Combine cocoa, sugar, 2 tbsp of milk

and salt in a bowl and mix them. 

g Take a small sauce pan and add milk.

Heat it over medium

flame but do not

boil it.

g Now, add the

mixture from the

bowl into sauce pan

and whisk it continously so that

lumps are not formed.

g Serve immediately with waffle.

For Caramel hot chocolate
g For basic hot chocolate, refer

to the recipe above.

g Add caramel sauce

to hot chocolate

and whisk until it is

mixed completely.

g Add a scoop of ice

cream to the hot chocolate and

garnish with caramel sauce.

For cookie ‘n’ cream hot chocolate
g In a stylish mug pour

hot chocolate and

top it with

whipped cream.

g Place oreo cookie

on one of the corners.

For ice cream hot chocolate
g Place a scoop of your

favourite ice cream

in a mug and pour

hot chocolate over

it.

g Garnish it with

Hershey’s chocolate

syrup and enjoy! 

Hot chocolateHot chocolate
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Is it too late now to add a story because I am
missing more than just a graphic

Tanisha Chauhan & Mimansa Porwal, 
AIS PV, X D, Page Editors Junior

Friendship
Aayushi Bareja

AIS Pushp Vihar, VII E

Friendship is something

You need throughout your life

Friendship is something

You can never live without

A true friend is one 

Who helps you in need

A true friend of yours

Will always be with you indeed

A true friend once lost

Will never be found again

A true friend of life

Will always help you gain

Friendship and friends

Are very important

The entertainment of life

Friendship is my only source of life.G  T

POEM

My name: Adhiraj K Chauhan

My birthday: December 22

My Class: I A

My mother’s name: Divya K Chauhan

My father’s name: Aseem K Chauhan

My best friend: Mahir and Jay

My favourite food: Noodles

My favourite poem: Twinkle- twinkle

My favourite teacher: Radhika ma’am

My favourite colour: Blue

My favourite cartoon: Tom and Jerry

My favourite subject: Mathematics

My favourite book: Snow white

My favourite place: Mall

My hobbies: Play football

I want to be: An Astronaut 

I want to feature in GT because: I like GT.

It’s Me

Saumya Chauhan, AIS PV, V A

U
nder a bridge, in a small city sit-

uated at the outskirts of a forest,

lived a young boy, named Tal-

bot.  Talbot had never known his parents

and had been living alone for as long as

he could remember. He sold newspapers

to earn a living. Even though he worked

hard every morning, he still never had

enough money to survive.

One day, as the sun shone bright in the

azure sky, he came across an old woman

while delivering newspapers, who was

deeply disheartened at his condition.

Even though, she herself was poor and

could not afford to spare anything for

Talbot, she still but offered a loaf of

bread to him, with a gleam on her face.

The boy was delighted and thanked her

profusely. He was just about to eat the

loaf but then an idea struck him. The

piece of bread was raw, he noticed. It

was not properly baked and required

some more time in the oven. He went to

the bakery during the late hours of the

night and kept the loaf inside the hot

oven. He ensured that he was not seen

by anyone.

The following morning, he was sur-

prised to find how large the loaf had

grown. It was enormous! Talbot was

dancing around in glee when the baker

noticed the strange bread inside his

oven. He was puzzled as to how it was

there as he did not recall baking bread

the previous night. He approached Tal-

bot and said, “ Eh, boy, is it you who

baked this gigantic bread?” Talbot did

not know what to say and thus, nodded.

The baker was extremely impressed

with him and offered a job as his assis-

tant to him. Talbot’s happiness knew no

bounds and he readily agreed.

Soon, after a few months, Talbot was the

talk of the town. He was famous for his

breads and cakes and was known to be

the best baker for miles around. People

from distant towns and villages used to

come to his bakery to buy his bread. He

was richer now and could live in a

proper house with all the amenities and

always had enough food to eat. Talbot

never forgot the lady who had made all

this possible. He went to visit her one

day to express his gratitude and asked

her to be the woman responsible for

cleaning the bakery. She, too, accepted

the offer and earned enough to live con-

tently for the rest of her life. G  T

Short Story

Sara with her hot chocolate 

So what did you learn today?

A new word: Gleam

Meaning: Shine brightly

He travelled to the
bakery during the late
hours of the night and
kept the loaf inside the

hot oven.

A loaf of bread

Riddle Fiddle
Tanisha Nanda, AIS PV, V C

1. I have all the knowledge you have, I

am as small as your fist. Who am I?

2. Which word becomes shorter when

you add two letters to it?

3. What travels around the world but

stays at one spot?

4. What occurs once in a minute, twice

in a moment and never in one thousand

years?

5. A house has 4 walls. All of the walls

are facing south, and a bear is circling

the house. What is the colour of bear?

6. What is at the end of a rainbow?

7. What is as light as a feather, but

even the world’s strongest man can’t

hold it for more than a minute?

8. What goes through towns and over

hills but never moves?

9. What has eighty-eight keys but

can’t open a single door?

Kaustubh Anand, AIS
PV, IV D brings you

simple steps to make
your own tarzan car
that goes vroom...

D
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i 
pa
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r 

fu
n

1

Keep coloured side at the back

2

Fold it in half and unfold

3

Fold along dotted lines

5

Fold the top right corner outward

4

Repeat on both sides

6

Repeat on all four corners 

7

Slightly fold tips of all 4 sides 

9

Fold along the centre

8

Refer to the picture

10

Fold right corner

11

Fold left corner

13

Add some colours to your car

12

Draw windows on either side

14

Ride it on a flat surface

15

Kaustubh with his car!

Answers:1.Brain 2: Short 

3. A stamp 4 The letter M 5. The

house is on the North Pole, so the bear

is white 6. The letter W 7. His breath

8. A road 9. A piano

Illustration: Aayush

Malik, AIS PV, VII D

Illustration: Priyamvada Singh, AIS PV, VI C

Pics: Sara Mathur, AIS PV, V B
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Here's to the ravens that refused to sing
and chose to write instead.

Vaani Rawat, X C & Kabir Arora, X D 
AIS PV, Page Editors

AIS Vasundhara 6

A
student-teacher duo of AIS Vasundhara 6,

brought laurels to the school by bagging an

award in an illustrious CBSE contest.

Every year, CBSE commemorates the birth an-

niversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, legendary

freedom fighter, eminent scholar and the first edu-

cation minister of independent India, as ‘National

Education Day’ on November 11. Recalling his

contribution to the cause of education, various sem-

inars, elocutions, workshops and rallies are organ-

ised to highlight the importance of literacy and the

nation’s commitment to all aspects of education. 

In 2015, CBSE organised a sustainable long term

community outreach programme on the occasion

to promote skill building in the form of a project

oriented contest on the basis of work done by the

school over a period of time. The theme was ‘Skill

awareness and empowerment’. The school was

represented by Kavya Aggarwal, a student of Class

X and mentor teacher, Deepa Sinha, who worked

on the sub-theme ‘Promoting maternal health and

wellbeing’. Along with a team of volunteers, they

adopted two villages, Mirpur and Matiala in Ghazi-

abad district. Under the patronage of Vimal Kumar,

district magistrate and SDM of Loni, and with sup-

port from the village panchayat, anganwadi work-

ers, primary health centre, NGOs and volunteers,

they promoted their philanthropic cause through

nukkad natak, one-to-one interactions, talks by di-

eticians and doctors, etc. They helped bust myths

and misconceptions related to the health of ex-

pecting and lactating mothers in rural areas.

Out of 2,600 projects submitted to the CBSE

country wide, the school team was selected among

the top 15 who were invited by YSK Seshu

Kumar, chairman CBSE, to present their project

before an august gathering comprising officials of

MHRD and CBSE. The team received certificates

of appreciation and were presented a cheque of 

Rs 10,000 for the humanitarian effort. The

school’s project is also uploaded on the CBSE

website. It was a proud moment for Amity when

the two-year long effort of the school won national

glory. School principal Sunila Athley congratu-

lated the team and reiterated her belief in the say-

ing, “Education imparted through a good heart can

bring about revolution in the society.”G  T

Kavya (R) with mentor teacher Deepa Sinha

The winning team felicitated by CBSE

National winner 
of CBSE contest

AIS Pushp Vihar

T
he stellar performers of the

school, viz, scholarship holders

and 10 CGPA achievers were re-

warded in a ceremony held on Decem-

ber 21, 2015 in the school premises.

The soothing melodies of the shloka
performed by the choir, enthralled the

audience. An excellent dance show kept

the parents entertained. Around 60 stu-

dents of Class IX-X who had achieved

10 CGPA, and the scholars of Class V –

VIII, were accorded awards and schol-

arships. The most perseverant and de-

termined students who had been star

achievers for six continuous years,

were awarded with the prestigious

Founder’s Trophy for consistent out-

standing achievement in the sphere of

academics. The ceremony not only mo-

tivated the students to strive for their

goals more ardently, but also inspired

the others to tread the path of excel-

lence. The meritorious performers were

applauded by one and all. G  T

AIS VKC Lucknow

T
he school organised their annual sports day, ‘Amity

Udaan’ on December 19, 2015. The chief guest for the

occasion was Ranveer Singh, ex volleyball captain, UP.

After the lighting of the lamp, shloka gayan and welcome

song, a melodious theme song kickstarted the event. Vice prin-

cipal Mukta delivered the welcome address. The torch bearers

carried the torch with great pride and handed it over to the

chief guest who lit the flame. The sports meet was declared

open with the release of colourful balloons. Thereafter, the ath-

letes took an oath, pledging to inculcate the spirit of sports-

manship. The synchronised march past by the senior school

students, enthralled everyone.

The day saw various sporting events as discus throw, long jump,

shot put, inter house girls 100 metre race, junior and senior relay

for both boys and girls, etc. A splendid ‘Flag Drill’ by the boys

of Class V - IX and zumba dance by the girls of Class VIII - XI

were applauded by the audience. The magnificent ribbon dance

was a resplendent show of colours, talent and perfect coordina-

tion. The prize distribution ceremony saw the winners beaming

with joy and pride as they received their medals and certificates.

After the vote of thanks by the school principal, the event con-

cluded with the school song and national anthem. G  T

AIS Noida

A
winter carnival was organised

on December 19, 2015 at AIS

Noida, with the aim to

strengthen familial bonds by celebrating

together. The carnival saw parents, chil-

dren and staff spent a feisty time to-

gether. The event was attended by over

11,000 people and was a roaring suc-

cess. The occasion was graced by the

presence of Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan,

Chairperson, Amity Group of Schools &

RBEF; school principal Renu Singh and

vice principal Shoma Mukherjee.

Brightly decorated stalls selling food,

handicrafts and apparels, joy rides and

other fun games were enjoyed by every-

one. A live DJ and pulsating music re-

verberated throughout the day, adding to

the festive atmosphere. The day ended

with a lucky draw with exciting prizes

like Sony Bravia LED TV, Samsung mi-

crowave, gold and silver coins. G  T

AIS Pushp Vihar

A
IS Pushp Vihar celebrated their senior annual day on

December 1, 2015, with great zeal and enthusiasm.

The occasion was graced by the presence of 

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity Group of

Schools & RBEF, and other distinguished guests. Gen JJ Singh,

PVSM, AVSM, VSM, (retd) Ex-Chief of the Army Staff and

former governor of Arunachal Pradesh was the chief guest on

the august occasion.

After the traditional welcome of guests, the function com-

menced with the lighting of the revered lamp of knowledge.

The school choir and orchestra regaled the audience with their

confluence of Indian and Western music. School principal

Ameeta Mohan presented the annual report. On the occasion,

special awards instituted by Dr Ashok K. Chauhan, Founder

President, Amity Universe and Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan were

given away to students with exemplary accomplishments in

academics, sports and human values. The school also felici-

tated budding sportspersons who have won awards at national

and international levels in various sports as aerobics, chess,

shooting, etc. 

In tandem with the spirit of Amity, the theme for the annual

day was ‘Enlightenment - the Guru Shishya Parampara’. The

day highlighted the life and teachings of renowned gurus like

Dronacharya, Buddha, Chanakya, Vivekananda, Dayanand

Saraswati and Rabindranath Tagore. The grand finale was a

magnificent display of youthful energy and exuberance, de-

picting the zenith the young generation can aspire to reach,

under the able guidance of their guru. The function concluded

with a soul stirring speech by chairperson, who lauded the ef-

forts of the students and teachers in making the annual day a

grand success.G  T

A mélange of performances

enthralled the audience

Annual day 

Awarding excellence 

Teacher’s congress 

Winter carnivalSports gala 

The scholarship holders with Chairperson, principal and vice principal

Colourful dance performance by the students

The inaugural set the carnival rolling

Dignitaries present memento to chief guest

Vikrant Manchanda at the 8th NTSC 

The school raised the Amity baton high by

bagging an award in a prestigious community

outreach programme contest organised by CBSE
AIS Mayur Vihar

U
nder the sagacious guidance of

Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson,

Amity Group of Schools & RBEF, Amity

motivates educators to participate in events that fa-

cilitate academic excellence. As part of the initiative,

Vikrant Manchanda, senior physics teacher of the

school, participated in 8th National Teacher’s Sci-

ence Congress (NTSC) held at Indian Institute of

Science Education and Research (IISER), Pune from

December 17 – 19, 2015. The theme of the event

was ‘Learning by doing.’ After the initial round of

screening, 250 papers were selected for oral and

poster presentation, out of which 32 papers were

shortlisted for the final round. Vikrant’s paper on

‘Stimulating young minds by use of hands on activ-

ities’ made it to the final 32 and thereby, was

awarded a certificate of merit and special mention.

The paper emphasised how to make teaching of sci-

ence innovative and joyful for students. The con-

gress, which hosted plenary sessions and pedagogy

workshops, provided an ideal platform to learn, in-

teract and share ideas with fellow educators.G  T
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Ever since we joined the GT crew, got a reputation for
our words now. Everybody knows we’re almost there now.

Vara Raturi, XI C & Nandini Lal, X D 
AIS PV, Page Editors

Contest Edition Variety

Janhvi Singh  

AIS PV, X C

E
ach person is an individual with

his/her own thoughts, ideas and

goals. But many are also alike

in some, if not all, ways, especially

we Amitians. Here’s what the

bucket list of an Amitian would

look like.

g To speak standing on that navy

blue podium with the Amity

logo, at least once. 

g To sit (read: stand) on

the edge of the

Columbus with your

gang and scream your

hearts out  at the

winter carnival.

g Participate in

Youth Power. Basically, clear all those

interview rounds that give us night-

mares.

g Win Youth Power. By a huge

margin, of course. 

g Get a picture (preferably a

shinning selfie) clicked

with our beloved Chair-

person Dr (Mrs) Amita

Chauhan because we’ll al-

ways be her “pyaare bacche.”

g Have your picture put up in the

school reception for an achieve-

ment, preferably holding a big

shining trophy.

g Get to the final round of

Mathamity or Vasudha.

(Has anyone ever done

that?)

g Solve the HOTS section

of the question bank. (Except

not really!)

g Win the inter-Amity sports

events and brag about it for the

rest of the year. And to your

juniors.

g Go for a student exchange pro-

gramme with the Principal.

g Getting into the main council.

g And finally, to have your picture /arti-

cle /recipe/poem featured in the GT.

If you haven’t started ticking them

off...what are you waiting for? G  T

PTMs or so to say...
...Predominant Terrorising Matters. Acronyms can deceive!

Sidhaant Verma, AIS PV, X B

“T
his one’s not important, go

to the next one.” A state-

ment often voiced by stu-

dents around the globe. as the most

dreaded school event of the year ap-

proaches - PTM. There are some who

are afraid of a PTM, and some who

claim not to be. The phases around a

PTM move like sand in an hourglass,

slowly and irritably.

Previous seven days
Receiving a PTM circular makes the

students rack their brain for anything

unethical they might have done. Ever.

Rechecking the unit test marks and

scrutinising every sentence ever spoken

in class, the students rethink their

whole academic year. The ‘accidental’

loss of circulars makes it worse. Being

at your best behaviour during the days

reaching up to the PTM is a ritual. Sub-

mitting every notebook and answering

every question becomes the top priority.

The doomsday
Our hopes for a good PTM rise with the

sun, and as the morning approaches, the

issue of whether or not to go for the

PTM hits us. Whatever the decision, a

generic PTM moves in troughs and

crests. While some teachers give a good

statement, the others open the book of

mischief with pleasure. The meeting

ends with a traditional visit to the can-

teen, and the day ends with mixed feel-

ings. Did the teacher mean what she

said? Were the parents satisfied by her

remarks? Such questions plague us

throughout the remaining day. 

The sneering aftermath
The PTM fear wears off like Holi

colours. Parents’ taunts of self-evalua-

tion fill the air. However awful the

meeting might have been, two days

later, you couldn’t care about it any

less. ‘Genuine’ promises to parents

about being a good student in the next

term and gossiping about friends’ meet-

ings line the week after. However, the

students anyway end up going back to

square one where PTMs are nothing

more than a dreadful tradition in the

history of schools.
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The Coercive Coopers
The caffeine driven, late night owls surrounded

by piles of books, are the eye catchers; a mere

glance at them is sufficient for us to fix their po-

sitions on the social chart. They have colossal

knowledge on anything and everything. With a

burning fire to get into the top-notch universities,

they don’t mind being titled as ‘geeks’. Their can-

dour usually leaves them with minimal or no com-

panions and a ton of enemies. 

The Harried Hofstaders
The perspicacious but glassy eyed scholars who

try, if not always achieve, to introduce harmony

between academics and their social lives. With

their thick rimmed glasses hiding half their faces,

they are the closest competition to the Coopers,

who try their best to push them down. They try to

fit in with the groups that are on the top of the so-

cial hierarchy, but often fail to do so and end up

being used for completion of assignments. Their

timidity and the desire to fit in often leaves them

overshadowed by both ends of the hierarchy. 

The Waggish Wolowitz
Meet the pretentious humourists with inex-

haustible reserves of jokes and innuendos, who

make several attempts to cheer their fellows (even

when not required). They’re usually seen in search

of people who are kind enough to laugh at their

lame puns. They try to claim their sense of humour

as extraordinary but due to their esoteric approach

often end up making a fool of themselves.

The Klutzy Koothrapalis
The ones quiet on the surface, with hearts brim-

ming with emotions and minds with such vast

imagination that baffles most, fall under this cat-

egory. They are socially awkward and end up say-

ing all the wrong things at all the wrong places;

hence, the need arises for a pseudo-self to act as

protection. They appear highly reticent and don’t

poke into others businesses, but once you get well

acquainted with them, the change in personality

becomes clearly evident. They are the ones with

the wildest fancies and most brilliant ideas; which

stay locked-in, until something unleashes them. 

The Puerile Pennys 
The highly envied fun seekers with avant-garde

accoutre for the myriad parties they throw and

catch.They are gracefully fractious and attend

school chiefly for the lively extra-curriculars, ex-

citing drama and the spicy conversations. They

live by the motto “You Only Live Once” and don’t

think twice before opting for something adven-

turous. Their itch for thrill makes them the best

organisers of events and they bring life into every

single school festival, being the center of every-

thing fun that goes on at school.

So, Which category you fall into?

W
hat does a
scrupulous
devotee of the

sitcom ‘Big Bang Theory’
end up doing in the class?
Creating a new episode
seems like an easy option.
And when the devotion is
shared by others alike,
weaving the reel into real
becomes a cake walk. Here’s
presenting the same plot
with a new star cast. This
show is brought to you by
Vaani Rawat, AIS PV, X C.

Pic: Aayushi Gupta, AIS PV, XI C; Graphic: Puranjay Sharma, AIS PV, X A; Models: Students of AIS PV

Graphic: Aditya Tripathi, AIS PV, IX A

Of An Amitian
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